Analysis of lens protein synthesis in a cataractous mutant mouse: the Cat Fraser.
The cataract produced by the dominant Cat Fraser gene in mouse is associated with quantitative changes in lens proteins (crystallin) and with capsule abnormalities. We have analyzed and compared the protein synthesis in control and mutant lenses using [3H]leucine and [3H]proline incorporation. The specific activities of free [3H]leucine in the intracellular pools of the two mouse strains were identical, while the incorporation of both labelled amino acids in proteins was largely increased in Cat Fraser lens. These data indicate that the higher labelling of Cat Fraser lens proteins reflects a true change in the cellular synthesis activity by Cat Fraser lens cells. Despite the enhanced type IV collagen synthesis by Cat Fraser epithelial cells, the amount of type IV collagen in Cat Fraser capsule is lower than in control. This altered type-IV collagen metabolism may disturb the structure of Cat Fraser capsule which becomes thicker.